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Objective

Skills & Experience: Superior writing and editorial skills within the legal, business and not-for-profit
industries. Increased productivity and workload efficiency by 35% with minimal edits in Child 
Support Division. Skilled in solid administrative practices, effective in meeting deadlines. 
Developed applicable systems and guidelines for a new law office that is still operational. Ability 
to analyze situations and apply sound problem-solving and decision making to lead highly skilled 
teams.

Skills

typing, computer skills, word, microsoft, excel.. power point.

Work Experience

Debt Collector II
ABC Corporation  October 2009 – August 2010 
 Expedited and balanced third party phone assets and recovered accounts.
 Provided guidance and assistance for customers to provide solutions within company 

guidelines.
 Used Skip Tracing tools to locate relevant customer information.
 Communicate effectively with diverse customers, staff, and management.
 Target Greenville, South Carolina Human Resource Assistance October 2008- July 2009 Made 

job offers and hosted orientation for new team members.
 Monitored and forecasted weekly payroll and scheduling edits.
 Tracked training and reviews for 250 team members.

Debt Collector
ABC Corporation  2004 – 2009 
 Answer outbound and inbound calls and well as skip trace and being on opp.
 While doing that I would collect and collect post dated checks from clients or I would take 

Balance in full of there account.
 And of course if they were to say the account holder was deceased or bankruptcy I would take

notes and route them to the correct line.
 I learned how to be understanding and would make arrangements so they can help them 

selves the client to clear the account.
 As well as being more customer ready.
 Skills Used Typing was a plus 23wpm and talking to clients in a well educated manner and be 

more patient then I already am.
 Also switching screens to locate what was the issue with each individual account..

Education

Associate in Paralegal - (Brown Mackie College - Greenville, SC)
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